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To celebrate over 20 years of working with plastic surgeons, I wanted to 
celebrate by giving YOU a gift. 

Here are 20 proven and effective strategies to get you more cosmetic 
patients and pro�ts this year. 

Included are the graphic templates, along with a description, you are free to 
“swipe and deploy” for fast results.

Enjoy!

Patient Attraction Strategy #1: Build Your Brand with Content Machine

As this marketplace gets more saturated and commoditized, your brand is the most unique differentiator you 
have. Do more writing, speaking, pro bono, PR, videos on YouTube and IG and FB, train other doctors, get 

voted Top Doc or Best Plastic 
Surgeon (even if you have to pay 
for it)

Use this Content Machine struc-
ture to cross purpose your content 
so you are everywhere prospective 
patients will �nd you. Hint:  Your 
content can be created from your 
“Daily Life as a Plastic Sur-
geon”; for example, videotape 
patient consultations and split up 
the audio, written, visual pieces to 
post on multiple media channels:
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Patient Attraction Strategy #2: “Position the Physician”

Not only are you competing against other plastic surgeons, you are also competing against non-plastic 
surgeons, NPs, PAs, RNs, Laser Techs and even aestheticians. 

Consumers need to be educated why YOU are the BEST CHOICE. 

Use this visual template to explain what it took for you to become a skilled board-certi�ed plastic surgeon and 
the training that went into it. 

Meet Victor S. Ferrari, M.D., F.A.C.S. 
Boar rgeon

Outstanding Credentials and Experience You Can Trust!

5,000+
BREAST

AUGMENTATION
PROCEDURES

2,000+
TUMMY TUCK
PROCEDURES

3,000+
LIPOSUCTION
PROCEDURES

Less than 5% of surgeons can 
match Dr. Ferrari's credentials 
and experience!
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Dedicated toCreating Natural-looking Results.
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Patient Attraction Strategy #3: More Before/After Photos 

Prospective cosmetic patients are looking for proof that you are skilled and will give them the results they 
want. They �nd that proof in your before/after photos as well as your reviews.

Make it a priority this year to build up your before/after photos in your gallery. Use the same lighting, back-
drop, angles and expressions to document your excellent work. And be sure to show every age, ethnicity, 
body type so prospective patients can see themselves in the photos.

Disclaimer:  I did a screen shot of these Google images for illustration purposes only. Use your own before/after photos 
and add your logo watermark to each photo.
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Patient Attraction Strategy #4: Email Marketing + Social Posts to Current Patients

It’s always faster, easier and cheaper to encourage your current patients to return for more procedures than it 
is to advertise to attract new patients.  Send monthly-themed emails to your patient email list AND turn your 
email into social posts so your patients can respond, like and share with their friends on the Internet.

Email Tips:

• Highest click-through is 11 am East Coast on  
 Tuesday
• Subject lines that say “thank you” get best   
 results
• Video emails get more click throughs than   
 non-video emails.
• 92% of the email responses will happen within  
 48 hours 

Social Post Tips:

• Eye-catching Images are everything so choose  
 wisely
• Model should be staring into camera
• More white space makes photo stand out
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Patient Attraction Strategy #5:  Advertise 2-for-1 Specials

Make it comfortable and fun for new cosmetic patients to visit you. Give them a special price when they both 
come in to either have a simple treatment such as a peel or offer breast augmentation prospective patients a 
2-for-1 consult fee. That way, only one patient pays for the consultation and her friend is also there as a 
possible prospect or they split it. 

Patient Attraction Strategy #6: Introductory Special Offer to Get to Know You  

Make it easy for new cosmetic patients to say yes to you. Put together a “Get to Know Us” skin evaluation 
package that includes a skin analysis photo session with your aesthetician, a wonderful exfoliating and mois-
turizing facial treatment to include one sample product of their choice. The entire package retails for $300; 
however, as a new patient, they get it for only $97. 

Offer this on your website, social posts, social ads, pass it out to your friends and family and add to your 
goody bags for community events.
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Patient Attraction Strategy #7:  The ULTIMATE Rejuvenation Package

Design a visual of all the services you offer (or just the non-surgical if you prefer) that a cosmetic patient could 
have performed to look their very best. Add it all up and offer the ULTIMATE package for a special price. This 
number will be high on purpose. 

First of all, it improves your brand as a high-end provider. Secondly, the patient will see the high anchor price 
and then boast they don’t need all of this; however, they do need 4-5 of the services listed. This automatically 
increases their transaction value. 

And, you never know when a patient wants everything because money is no object and vanity knows no 
bounds!

The ULTIMATE Rejuvenation Package
For Turning Back the Clock

Call Us Today at (555) 555-1212
to Schedule Your Own Life-Changing Customized Rejuvenation Package

Breast Lift /
Reconstruction 

Mommy Makeover

Thigh Lift

Buttock Augmentation

Neck Lift

Lip Enhancement

Eyelid Surgery

Brow Lift

Facelift

Arm Lift

.

Beast Augmentation/
Reduction

Liposuction

Tummy Tuck

Body Lift

Nose Reshaping

The ULTIMATE Rejuvenation Package is Specially Priced at $36,000
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Patient Attraction Strategy #8: Convert Callers to Appointments

Your advertising can get the phone to ring but it the responsibility of your receptionist to book the appoint-
ment. 

Give your receptionist this 5 Phone Fixes Guide to ensure they cover the phone fundamentals to increase 
conversion rates by up to 30%.

5 PHONE FIXES: Scripting Guide

1. Answer Phone by 3rd Ring with Friendly/Excited Tone of Voice

 ”Good morning/afternoon. This is ------[your name]---- with -----[Dr. name]….‘s office”;

 ”Now offering -----(featured procedure, treatment, or product)--------”; 

 ”How may I help you today?” Caller’s concern: _______________________________________  

Verbal Cheerleading: “Sure, I can help you with that. It’s a very popular procedure in our practice.  

    Did you have a question or shall I �nd a time you can visit with us to learn more?”

2. How Did You Hear About Us?  ---  Get/Use Caller’s Name

 ”May I ask whom I’m speaking with?” Caller’s name: ________________________________ ”

 “[Caller’s Name]…. I’d be happy to answer your question, but �rst, may I ask how you heard about us?”

3.  Control the Call with Questions --- Pre-Frame Why You

 “Shall I give you an idea of when you can meet with Dr. Smith or did you have a time frame in mind?”

 “When were you looking to have this done?”

4. Close Appointment With A Choice Question 

 “[Caller’s Name]….Dr. Smith books up pretty quickly so let’s see when we can get you in here. 

   Did you want a morning or afternoon appointment?”

 “I only have two openings left this month on [date/time] or [date/time]. Do either of those days work for you?”

5. Get Contact Information No Matter What!

 “

   Would you prefer I mail or e-mail it?” 
 “

!3 Things to Know About Dr. Smith [before quoting prices]:

Name:________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Cell Phone: ____________________________________________  Other Phone: ____________________________________________

Email Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________________

Mailing Address: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Preferred Method of Contact:  Land Line   •   Cell Phone   •   Text   •   Email   •   Mail   •   Fax

Appointment Made: Date/Time: _________________________________________________________  Consult Fee:  YES   •   NO

Fee Range Given? ______________________ Financing Info Provided? ___________________________________________________

Notes:  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Catherine Maley
More Patients. Guaranteed.

www.CatherineMaley.com
(877) 339-8833 • Catherine@CatherineMaley.com
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Patient Attraction Strategy #9:  Menu of Services

If you ever hear your patients say to you, “I didn’t know you did that” and had it done elsewhere, you need 
more in-house marketing strategies like this menu of services.

This encourages the visiting patient to inquiry about your other services without you or your staff pushing 
services onto them. It also increases your patient’s lifetime value since they will return more often for more 
services.
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Patient Attraction Strategy #10:  Botox Signage to Increase Usage

The easiest way for you to increase your revenues without spending another dime on advertising is to 
increase the transaction size of a visiting patient. They are already saying yes to you so they will likely say yes 
to even more during their visit. 

This in-house signage is educational and is displayed in the treatment room to keep your Botox patient busy 
while you prepare their Botox. Once they understand all of the various usages of Botox, they will most likely 
want more areas treated. 
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Patient Attraction Strategy #11: Aging Face Signage

It can be a dif�cult discussion with a maturing patient who wants non-surgical treatments, even though they 
really need surgery for the result they are hoping to achieve.

Let this signage visually show them when surgery is necessary, so you don’t have to bring it up yourself.

You can also use this visual in social posts and in ads. 
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Patient Attraction Strategy #12:  Liposuction vs. Coolsculpting Visual

Prospective cosmetic patients are more confused than ever about the choices they have in surgical and 
non-surgical procedures and treatments. But with that choice comes confusion and a confused patient is a 
NO patient.

Help them decide by using this visual that compares and makes it easier for them to decide which way to go. 
The beauty (pun intended) is that you have presented in a way for them to yes or yes. 
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Patient Attraction Strategy #13: 
Digital Photo Display to Promote ALL 
of Your Services

Since a picture really is worth a thousand 
words, use digital photo frames to show 
off your before/after surgical and non-sur-
gical results.

Place these digital displays wherever 
patients are waiting. This helps educate 
them, ask you questions about what they 
saw, and keeps them from getting �dgety if 
they are waiting  ;-)

Patient Attraction Strategy #14:  
Bundled Packages of Services 

Put together specially priced combination services 
because they:

• Give the patient a better result
• Increase that patient’s order size for the day
• Keeps the patient from price shopping since  
 it’s bundled
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Patient-Attraction Strategy #15: Prescription Pad 

Consumers are wired to take prescriptions seriously so make your own prescription pad that cross promotes 
your NON-surgical services performed by your staff. 

After meeting with your patients for a surgical procedure or at the surgical post-op appointment, check off a 
few services the patient would bene�t from and have them meet with your non-surgical staff for the details.

This helps build up your non-surgical side of the practice, keeps your staff busy and increases your revenues 
without you being involved.
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Patient Attraction Strategy #16:  Patient Coordinator Scorecard 

It’s imperative to your success that you have the right patient care coordinator representing you. Use this 
scorecard to determine if your current patient care coordinator could use help and/or use this as a guide to 
rewrite your ad to �nd the best one for your practice.
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Patient Attraction Strategy #17: Word of Mouth Referrals Display

The biggest reason patients don’t refer more often is that you didn’t ask them to and/or you didn’t make it 
easy for them. 

This referral display prompts them for more referrals and the referral cards act as “props” to remind them to 
talk about you when out with friends.
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Patient Attraction Strategy #18: Patient Review Kits

If you’re having trouble getting “good” reviews that make an impact, change up your process by offering your 
best post-op surgical patients a review kit in a silver 6x9 envelope with your logo on it. 

Enclose step-by-step instructions for various review sites, a heart-felt letter and starter sentences to help the 
patient write a great patient story as well as a Starbucks gift card so they enjoy a latte while they’re writing!

1. Go to www.Google.com
2.  Enter <your practice name> <your practice 

city and state> in your browser and click on 
the magnifying glass.

3.  A box with a map should appear on the right. 
Click the box “Write a review”

4. Sign into your Gmail or Google Plus account, 
or create a new one.

5.  Share your experience and click “POST”.
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Patient Attraction Strategy #19: Patient Retention KISS Rewards Club

The smarter way to grow your cosmetic practice is to put “golden handcuffs” on your patients so they stay 
loyal to you, return more often, refer their friends, give you great reviews, allow you use of their before/after 
photos and have surgery with you without discounting.

The KISS Rewards Club is easy to use for staff and patients and my team and I will do the marketing for you. 
Details are at:   www.KISSRewardsClub.com
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Patient Attraction Strategy #20: Themed Retail Displays

Retail does not sell itself so if you lock it behind cases, the patients can’t touch, feel, smell your products so 
they won’t buy them. 

Sell More Skin Care by designing creative monthly or seasonally themed displays with skin care samples your 
patients can test. 
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Free Book Offer

Thousands of copies of my book have been read by surgeons and 
their staff to give them the razor’s edge over their competitors. 

My book is available to you for free (just cover shipping) for a limited 
time and I will autograph it and it will be shipped to the address you 
indicate.

And there you have it….20 cosmetic patient attraction to help you 
grow.

Please, please pick 2 or 3 of the above strategies and execute them 
right away so you see quick results. I would love to hear your success 
stories. 

You can also provide your feedback or ask me questions
for clari�cation, and I’ll be sure to get back to you soon.

Call Me   (877) 339-8833

Text Me   (415) 878-1055

Email Me   catherine@catherinemaley.com

Facebook Messenger m.me/cmaleysf
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